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Issue 3 On Trial in Ohio 

Matthew Mangus 

 Issue 3 would permit the medicinal and recreational use of cannabis (more popularly 

known as marijuana) to people over 21 years of age. Issue 3 was designed by the organization 

“ResponsibleOhio”. For the medicinal use of cannabis a user must have a doctor’s note, and 

medical cannabis will be sold to patients at a wholesale price. For recreational usage a user is 

only permitted to possess eight ounce of the plant at one time, and will be taxed at a flat 5% rate. 

If someone wanted to grow a cannabis plant at home, they would first have to acquire a cultiva-

tion license for $50, and even then they would only be allowed to grow four plants at once. The 

growing area must be in an enclosed locked area 

and only 8 ounces of plant material to be used for 

ingesting can be available at one time. The amend-

ment is designed to have a “three tier commercial 

system” of distributing marijuana, the first would 

be wholesale. Ten wholesale grow sites will be im-

plemented across Ohio and they can only sell to listed marijuana manufacturers and retailers. 

These “grow sites only allow those over the age of 21 to enter and work there. Wholesalers will 

have to be more than 1000 feet from a school, publicly owned library, licensed day care or house 

of worship. The second tier will be marijuana product manufacturers. These manufacturers must 

own a marijuana product manufacturers license and be over the age of 21. These manufacturers 

can only sell to retailers, and not directly to the public. The third and final tier of ResponsibleO-

hio’s plan is the retailers. These retailers will first have to obtain local voting approval before 

opening a retail store to sell marijuana and marijuana products. No one under the age of 21 will 

be allowed to enter or be employed at the shops. 

If issue three were to pass in Ohio, the organization ResponsibleOhio will try to pass a 

“Fresh Start Act” that will allow previous offenders to ask a court to have their marijuana crimes 

permanently erased from their record. The Fresh Start act would also give those convicted of ma-

rijuana related crimes an opportunity to be released from prison or modify their sentences. There 

are many opinions on whether or not the amendment should pass, it will decided by Ohio’s vot-

ers on November 3. 



Ways to Save at Starbucks 

By: Carli Reiber 

 If you’ve ever been to Starbucks you know the prices are outrageously high. For example, a tall (small) 

coffee is $2.95. While at McDonald’s, a small coffee is $2.39. But, there are some ways you can save at Star-

bucks.  

One way you can save is to simply ask for light ice. Like most restaurants, they give you an unreasonable 

amount of ice in your beverage. If you regularly order a medium iced beverage, buying a tall with light ice will do 

you just fine. Another way to save is to install the Starbucks app on your phone. If you’re a frequent Starbucks 

visitor you will accumulate points very quickly. Things you can get with the app are free drinks, food, free refills 

and a free drink or food on your birthday. Following Starbucks on social medias such as Twitter, Instagram, Face-

book, etc., will also clue you in to when there are special offers. Some special offers Starbucks has occasionally 

are $2 treat receipts and half price Frappuccino hour.  

Along with the other 3 great ways to save, another way to spare your money is to watch online for cou-

pons. Many websites regularly give out half-price gift cards throughout the year. A fifth way to conserve your 

money while at Starbucks is to consider the free shaker flavors. Like most people, you will pay for an extra shot 

of vanilla or some flavor along those lines. But, at the counter where the napkins are, they have flavor shakers 

where you can use as much of any of the flavors there as you want. Flavors at the counter consist of cinnamon, 

chocolate, vanilla, and nutmeg. 

Now that you know these 5 way to save while at Starbucks, hopefully you will consider these tips and use 

them and save a few dollars. 

 

 

 



Starbucks 

By: Chloe Barber  

If you’ve never heard of Starbucks you’re probably lying to yourself. This iconic coffee shop has businesses all 

over the world. Despite its expensive prices, Starbucks continues to be America’s favorite coffee shop and I don’t think 

that will change anytime soon.  

But is it worth it? Most would argue that it is. The coffee is always fresh, as they claim they brew a new pot eve-

ry 30 minutes. The possibilities of your orders are endless. There are over 87,000 drink combinations. They provide free 

Wi-Fi and a cozy, cool atmosphere for you to sip your coffee and check your Twitter.   

Some still express their dislike for this famous coffee shop though.  The prices are very high for a single cup of 

coffee, not to mention the extra increase in prices for special coffees like lattes or Frappuccino’s. The largest size Star-

bucks offers is 916ml while the human stomach only holds around 900ml, which is obviously a problem. Starbucks is 

also not the healthiest place you could go to get a bite to eat. The Cinnamon Chip Scone has more calories than a Quar-

ter Pounder from McDonalds.  Some people simply don’t like Starbucks because they don’t want to cave in, try it, and 

admit they like it.  

Whether you’re a fan of Starbucks or not, you can’t deny their success. An average of 2 Starbucks open every 

day. Starbucks is enjoyed daily by many people all across the world. Starbucks is clearly America’s favorite and there is 

no changing that.  

 

 



Family Forever 

By: Abigail Newkirk  

 How many children in society today hardly spend any time with their family members? It is a 

proven fact that not enough time is spent interacting with your family. Families spend on average only 

eight hours a week together. During the week, the new average amount of time spent as a family has 

shrunk to 36 minutes per day. Researchers have proven that the weekend is the best time to spend with 

your families. Families devote at least two hours and thirty six minutes to family time per day. The most 

important factors today that have caused the decrease in family bonding time are the use of technology 

with social media, and that social lives are becoming more of a priority.   

 Social media has surely taken its toll on families. So many children nowadays value how many 

people follow them on their social media pages more than what their family thinks about them. Kids think 

it is okay to disobey their parents because they see that other kids disobey their parents on their pages. 

Parents do not monitor their children closely enough on social media either. There are so many predators 

out in the world now, you have to do everything you can to protect your family, especially your children. 

Personally, another problem with social media is the adult use of it. Sometimes adults spend just as much 

time, if not more time on social media sites than their own children do.  It is okay to have social media 

pages, but you can’t let those pages be your number one priority in life.  

 The use of technology has spiraled out of control as well. Adults rely on technology to get them to 

different places they don’t know of. Most parents wouldn’t even know how to get their kids to an event if 

they didn’t have their technology. I feel like this is extremely sad, because as a society we shouldn’t be so 

dependent on technology.  Children overuse technology today. The average kid spends two and a half 

hours listening to music each day, almost five hours watching TV and movies, three hours of Internet and 

video games, and only thirty eight minutes of old-fashioned reading. Kids don’t even like spending time 

with their families anymore. Parents who still discipline their children usually take away the technology 

and most kids go insane. They can barely go a day without using their phones or tablets.  

 One of these days you will be all grown up and you will miss being around your family every day. 

Time goes by quicker than you think it does. It feels like I was a little girl running around in diapers just 

yesterday, but in actuality I’m a junior in high school. Don’t take any time for granted. You’ll miss these 

days when they are gone. Friends are temporary, but family is forever.  

 

 

 

 



Too Much Stress? 

By: Lauren Greene  

 Are students today under too much stress? Are teachers assigning too much homework? This is a very debat-

able subject in today’s society. Many parents and students say that kids are being run ragged because as soon as they 

get home from school or any extracurricular activity that takes place after school, they spend the rest of the night do-

ing homework. 

 I myself personally take home an average of two hours of homework at least four days out of the school 

week, if not all five. Researchers say that the average student today will take home an average of anywhere from an 

hour and up of homework a night. Even elementary students are receiving an obscene amount of work for their age. 

Believe me, I am not one for coddling kids either but I strongly believe too much stress is being placed on not only 

students but teachers as well. A recent study actually shows that kids are receiving three times too much homework 

than what they should. Isn’t that crazy?!Another study shows that the impact of having ridiculously large amount of 

homework include high stress levels, a lack of balance in children’s lives and physical health problems such as ul-

cers, migraines, sleep deprivation, and weight loss.  

 Large amounts of homework do not just effect students, it effects teachers and parents as well. Studies find 

that when the school year starts again and kids start getting more and more homework, the stress levels in their 

household shoot way up. Most parents feel that because their kids take so long and have such difficulties with their 

homework that they must being doing something while they are in school instead of their studies. This results in the 

parents yelling at their kids and the kids getting angry. It is just an overall recipe for disaster. So, as you can see 

there are many negative aspects of kids having so much homework.  The real question now is, how can we fix it? 



Water on Mars 

By: Tyler Barton 

 

 Scientist have confirmed for the first time that “liquid water” is on mars. This now proves that there 

could have been previous life on the planet mars, and even if there wasn’t there is now a possibility for it to en-

dure life now. John M. Grunsfeld, NASA’s associate administrator for science, talked of sending a spacecraft in 

the 2020s to one of these regions, perhaps with experiments to directly look for life. Scientists have long known 

that large amounts of water are frozen solid in the polar ice caps. There have been hints of recent liquid water, 

like fresh-looking gullies, but none have proven convincing. “There are two basic origins for the water: from 

above or from below,” Dr. McEwen said. The perchlorates could be acting like a sponge, absorbing moisture 

out of the air, but measurements indicate very low humidity on Mars; only enough for 10 microns, or about 

1/2,500th of an inch, of rain across the planet if all of the wetness were wrung out of the air. In theory, water 

that periodically turned liquid before evaporating could form geographic features often spotted on the planet that 

look like the slow crawl and retreat of dark, damp sand, which are called recurring slope lineae. In the new 

study, published Monday in Nature Geoscience, a different group of researchers took the search for perchlorates 

one step further: They went looking for them in the very RSL features thought to be formed by salty liquid. 

They found perchlorates in abundance -- and it seems like they've been getting hydrated. All of these discover-

ies lead to the beliefs that one day we may be able to inhabit mars.  



Fantasy Football 
By: Jensen Daulton 

 
 I’m sure by now that you have heard of the world phenomenon that is Fantasy Football. If you watch any 

television or have surfed the web, a fantasy football ad has surely crossed your eye. Fantasy football has took the 

world by storm and yet some people don’t quite know what it is. For current fantasy owners Sundays have changed 

from rooting for teams, to rooting for players. One thing is for sure, if you’re a fan of football, fantasy football is a 

must try. 

 The first thing is to obviously know what fantasy football is. Like any fantasy sport, you get points based on 

how the players on your roster perform. Every league is different with their scoring system and roster size, which is 

one thing to keep in mind during your draft. Each league is also different with their drafting form. Some leagues will 

be an online draft using the websites software, and others will be offline. Your league draft can either be an auction 

or snake format. An auction draft is where you bid on players based on their value and you have a certain dollar 

budget of fake money. In a snake format, each person picks a player in the set order then the order reverses in order 

to make it fair.  

 So now you understand what fantasy football is and probably want to get started. The best experience is with 

your friends or family who also enjoy football. Each league minimum is usually four people with a maximum of 

twenty. After you find out who all will be in you league it’s time to set it up. There are many website companies that 

provide free fantasy football such as Yahoo, ESPN, CBS, and of course the NFL. This is where you will decide your 

scoring system and what type of draft will be used.  

 Now that your league is all set up and everyone has joined, it’s time to prepare for your draft. Whatever web-

site you used will provide a list of rankings based on how your league is set up, which will give you a better strategy 

when drafting. The best way to prepare for your draft is by doing mock drafts. This will help you become familiar 

with the draft format and software and also what players you should try and get. One thing to keep in mind is that 

the fantasy football analyst are not always right with their predictions. A lot of people can win their league by luck 

or even because they survived the ultimate heartbreaker that is injuries. Whether you go with your gut, brain, or heat, 

best of luck to you this fantasy football season! 

 



Top 5 Scary Movies to Watch This Fall 

By: Sarah Buddelmeyer 

 

1.) Knock Knock 

Evan Webber is a successful businessman with a beautiful wife, 2 children, and the perfect home. One night 

while his family is away, 2 gorgeous girls show up on his doorstep and slowly turn his dream life into a 

nightmare. 

2.) 31 

 

Five people are kidnapped on the five days leading up to Halloween and held hostage in a place called Mur-

der World. While there, they fight for their lives by playing 31, which is said to be “the most violent game 

known to man”. 

 

3.) Krampus 

 

A comedy-horror that’s based on the legend of the titular pagan demon. A dysfunctional family gathers for 

Christmas and accidentally unleash the wrath of the Krampus. 

 

4.) Crimson Peak 

 

Set in North England during the 19th century, a young and beautiful author begins to discover that her hus-

band may not be what he seems.  

 

5.) High-Rise 

 

A young doctor is seduced by the lifestyle in a high-rise, isolated community, cut off from the rest of society 

in their luxury tower block. A dangerous social situation develops and the high-rise eventually fragments 

into violent tribes. 

 

 



The Truth About Growing Up 

By: Grace Larrick  

Four years ago I stepped into Fair field High School on my first day of freshman year . Trying to get from class to 

class through all the hustle and bustle, figuring out my new schedule and trying to find where I fit in. Everything was per-

fect; Sarah, Ashley, Tiana and I spent every waking moment together, planning our future and I was so excited to grow up.  

Three years ago I stepped into Fair field High on my first day of sophomore year . I knew my schedule and figured out 

the ins and outs of all the congestion in the halls. I was no longer a little freshman, but I was still trying to figure out where I 

fit in. I started getting involved in more activities and taking on leadership roles. I got my license, and started driving around 

doing my own thing. I expanded my group of friends and I kept wishing away high school. 

Two years ago I stepped into Fair field High School on my first day of junior  year . I was now officially an upper  class-

man. I found where I fit in and realized it’s not what I expected it to be. I realized who my real friends were and was grateful 

for the time I got to spend with them.  Quickly I began to realize I am growing up and college is right around the corner. But 

my friends and I still continued to wish our high school career away; I couldn’t wait to grow up.  

Two months ago I stepped into Fair field High School on my first day of senior  year ; I was very emotional because it 

was my first of many lasts. My last first day, my last pig show, my last fair, my last day of skipping school to go to the farm 

science review, my last golf match, my last parliamentary procedure contest, my last speech contest, my last homecoming 

week, pep rally and dance, my last birthday at home, my last cheerleading game, my last first softball practice, my last soft-

ball game, my last prom and my last day of school. I still have the same best friend cherishing ever moment I have with 

them. Now I have started applying for colleges and planning life after high school. I’m emotional to leave my family, friends 

and teachers who have truly changed my life. But just a year ago I was wishing this time away and now I finally realize that 

those three years have flown by and wish I could slow time down. Soon I will be graduating and it will be the last time I see 

some of the people I have spent my whole life growing up with. I’m excited about what the future holds but very emotional 

about what I am leaving behind. I realize I am so thankful for the best friends I have and the fun I have had. I will always 

remember to appreciate every moment and live every day like it’s my last. I wish I could step back in time to four years ago. 



What is good for an athlete to eat on game day? 

By: Hannah Putnam  

 Athletes these days are told what “good” things to eat before a game, but are they really good for you? I 

will be talking and giving information on good foods and drinks to eat on the day of your big game. Also, I will 

be telling you what foods you should avoid and why they are bad.  

 “What should I eat before a game”, you may ask. An example meal would be spaghetti which includes 

tomato sauce, grilled chicken and some grated cheese. Two bagels with low-fat cream cheese or even low-fat 

sugar with a banana and strawberries will help keep your energy level up. Ideally you should eat your meal at 

least three hours before your game because it takes a while for your food to digest. You want to eat something 

that has at least 500 to 1,000 calories in it. This with keep your energy level high without you bloating or feel-

ing sluggish during your game.  

 As the main source of energy your body uses, carbohydrates are a key necessity in your pre-game meal. 

Some basic carbs are rice, pasta, toast with jelly, potatoes, cereals and bananas. They digest quicker than fat and 

proteins do making them good before a game or workout. Also, protein and fat are important too, but just a 

small amount. Protein should make up 12 to 15 percent of your daily calories.  

 Lastly, things you should avoid as an athlete includes anything high-fructose corn syrup, energy drinks, 

soda, chips, desserts, white bread, etc. Make healthy choices if you want to succeed as an athlete.   

 

  

 



We Are Human 

By: Jade Knisley 

 In the United States we have the rights of freedom of speech, religion and happiness. But why is this a prob-

lem for people? Why is a 14 year old being arrested for a clock he made? Why people being shot and killed for no 

reason, or for a traffic violation? Why can’t two people who love each other be married without an up roar?  

 I fear the answer to these questions is they are different the boy is a Muslim, the people being shot and killed 

are black, and the lovers can’t be married because they are the same gender. The sad thing is when the offenders 

who did the harm are asked why they don’t have true reason for it. In all honesty people are raised to be disrespect-

ful to people who are different than them. 

 I am not the first person to say this and I will not be the last. This has been going on for centuries. Our coun-

try has had a long history of oppression Native Americans, Blacks, women, people from Asia, homosexuals, and 

people who practice different religions. It’s 2015 and we are still having problems with this treating people like peo-

ple so much so the United Nations have called us out on it. Just because someone is different then you does not 

mean you treat them as a second class citizen. If you cut two people open no matter what religion, sexual ordination, 

or skin color, we are generally the same. The only differences a few different organs depending on gender. 

 But otherwise, we are all the same internally. We come from the same genius. Our name is Homo sapiens, 

we are the same species, we share this world. We need to end this senseless hate and hurt. Because at the end of the 

day we are all human. 



History of Halloween 

By: Mackenzie Bolton 

 Halloween is a time of celebration and superstition, but how many people actually know the origins of this 

holiday? Halloween is thought to have originated with the ancient Celtic festival of Samhain. During this festival, 

people would wear masks and costumes in order to protect themselves from spirits and demons.  

 In the eighth century, Pope Gregory III designated November 1st as All Saints’ Day to honor saints and mar-

tyrs, and the holiday incorporated some of the same traditions of Samhain. The day before was known as All Hal-

lows’ Eve, and was later called Halloween.  

 Today, Halloween is associated with children dressing up in costumes and going trick-or-treating, or going 

door to door for candy and sweets. This has been a tradition in the United States and other countries for about a cen-

tury. The origins of trick-or-treat remain somewhat unknown, but it is thought to have come from ancient Celtic fes-

tivals, early Roman Catholic holidays, or even medieval practices.  



Fall TV: New & Old 

By: Amber Arikat  

 

New: 

 Quantico- FBI recruits train at the Quantico base in Virginia when they find out that one of them is 

suspected of being a sleeper terrorist. 

 Blindspot- a Jane Doe is found in Times Square covered in tattoos and the FBI soon realizes that 

each one of her tattoos uncovers a crime to be solved. 

 Scream Queens- Kappa House at Wallace University is shaken by a string of murders. A serial killer 

called the Red Devil is picking off the Kappa pledges one by one. No one knows who the killer is but there 

are many suspects. 

Old: 

 Empire- a hip-hop mogul has been diagnosed with ALS and must choose one of his three sons to 

take over his empire when he dies. In the meantime his ex-wife is out of prison and wants her share of the 

company. 

 How to Get Away with Murder- a group of law students become entangled in a murder that will dis-

turb the entire university and change the course or their lives. 

 Modern Family- three different but related families, the Pritchett clan includes patriarch Jay; his 

younger wife, Gloria, and her son; Jay’s daughter, Claire, and her family; and Jay’s son, Mitchell, who 

lives with his partner, Cameron. 

 

  


